INTRODUCTION

This bibliography was compiled as a step in developing a chronology and history of the tuna-dolphin issue. It covers the eastern tropical Pacific and the eastern tropical Atlantic, the only two areas where extensive fishing for tuna on dolphins has been recorded. It includes technical articles, conference abstracts, unpublished and "gray" literature, magazine articles, newsletter articles, legal documents, selected internal documents, bibliographies, videotapes, films and websites. It does not include newspaper articles or press releases. Document/volume number and pagination are included where available. Some entries are annotated [in square brackets], especially for earlier years.

This list is extensive but not complete. Some items have undoubtedly been missed. Some issues of certain periodicals and newsletters could not be found. Coverage is most complete for the 1970s and 80s and relatively weak for more recent years, when I was not
as involved in research on the problem as earlier. Any suggestions or contributions toward an amplified second edition would be very greatly appreciated.

Copies of many of the listed items are held in the Tuna/Dolphin Archive or the Library at the Southwest Fisheries Science Center (NMFS, NOAA Fisheries), La Jolla, CA. Other items are in the files of the Division of Protected Resources, NOAA Fisheries (NMFS), Silver Spring, MD.

I. ARTICLES AND IRREGULAR REPORTS

1941


1961


1962

Howard, G. V. Review and forecast of research programs. 1. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries San Diego Biological Laboratory. Proceedings of the Thirteenth Pacific Tuna Conference held at Lake Wilderness Lodge, Washington: 4. ["Both porpoise and sharks are associated with tuna schools in the eastern tropical Pacific and each pose problems to tuna fishermen in their operations. Some work has, therefore, been initiated on their taxonomy, life history and distribution."]

1963


Howard, G. V. II. Pacific tuna research programs: works in progress and future plans. 1. U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, San Diego, California. Proceedings Fourteenth Pacific Tuna Conference, September 30 - October 2, 1963, Lake Arrowhead, California:3. ["Other research...taxonomic and life history studies of species of sharks and porpoises associated with the tropical tunas;... "].
1964


Howard, G. V. II. Pacific tuna research programs: works in progress and future plans. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, San Diego Laboratory. Proceedings Fifteenth Pacific Tuna Conference, September 28-30, 1964, Lake Arrowhead, California:9. ["Support is also being provided for studies of the taxonomy, life history and aspects of the behavior of porpoises and sharks associated with the tropical tunas."].


1965

Anon. IV. Appendix. A. Reports of the directors of various laboratories and organizations engaged in research on Pacific tuna. 6. Research underway at U.S. Bureau of Commercial Tuna Resources Laboratory, La Jolla, California. Proceedings Sixteenth Pacific Tuna Conference, September 27-29, 1965, Lake Arrowhead, California:26-28. ["Studies of porpoises associated with tuna were carried out by a temporary employee, a student at the University of Wisconsin, who has chosen these porpoises as the subject of his Ph.D. thesis. In addition to field support provided by BCF, he was awarded a $5,000 research grant from NSF through the University of Wisconsin."].

1966

Anon. Laboratory directors reports to the conference. G7 - Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Tuna Resources Laboratory. Proceedings Seventeenth Pacific Tuna Conference, October 17-19, 1966, Lake Arrowhead, California:37-39. ["Studies on porpoises associated with tuna have been discontinued."].

Daugherty, A. E. Marine mammals of California. First revision. Department of Fish and Game, State of California, Sacramento. 87pp. [Notes association of spotted dolphins with tuna schools and "...dead ones which the tunaboats bring in."]

1968

Fitch, J. E. and R. L. Brownell, Jr. Fish otoliths in cetacean stomachs and their importance in interpreting feeding habits. Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada 25(12):2561-2574. [Notes that spotted and spinner dolphins frequently school together, often in the company of yellowfin tuna. Analyzes stomach contents of eight dolphins "netted with tuna."]


1969


1970


Miller, W. C.  Tuna corralled by muscle boats and porpoise.  National Fisherman, January 1970:18B.


Phillips, R. H.  The evolution of the American tunaboat.  Pacific Fisherman, September, Section B.


1971


Garvie, R. S. Cause of death study on eastern tropical Pacific porpoise. Unpub. ms. 8pp.


Tubb, M. Underwater sounds may save almost a million porpoise a year. Ocean Industry 6(11):32.

1972


Anon. Porpoise deaths reduced by modified tuna seine. NOAA 2(2):60.


Anon. Porpoise deaths reduced by modified tuna seine. NOAA [Department of Commerce]2(2):60.


Anon. Killer whale may save net-bound porpoise.

Anon. SD fishermen are trying their best... Ocean Science News, 2/4/72:4.


Anon. Center Director attends Secretary Peterson's press conference on marine mammals. Tuna Newsletter [1, November 1972]:5.


Anon. All about tuna. Tuna Research Foundation.


Garvie, R. S. Observation of porpoise behavior in seine. Unpub. ms. 30pp.


Miller, W. C. Killer whale may save net bound porpoise 52:A15.


Ocean Applied Research Corporation. Radio tracking porpoise. Instructions and guidelines. 5pp. [Distributed to fishermen buying transmitters].


1973

Anon. New program to prevent porpoise deaths announced by Commerce Secretary Peterson. NOAA [Department of Commerce] 3(1):54.
Anon. Porpoise and tuna liver samples analyzed for chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds at La Jolla. Tuna Newsletter [5], March 1973:7.

Anon. Recent developments in NMFS porpoise/tuna program. Tuna Newsletter [6], April 1973:5.


Anon. Porpoise/tuna workshop meeting held at SWFC. Tuna Newsletter [7], April 1973:7.

Anon. ATA representative observes NMFS gear tests to reduce porpoise mortality. Tuna Newsletter [7], May 1973:8.


Anon. Center Director testifies on government efforts to reduce porpoise mortality during House subcommittee hearings at Southwest Fisheries Center. Tuna Newsletter 10:1.


Anon. Porpoise/tuna workshop held at La Jolla. Tuna Newsletter 10:3-4.


Anon. Progress in porpoise research reported to tuna industry workshop group. Tuna Newsletter 13:2.


Anon. NMFS plans census of porpoise populations in eastern tropical Pacific. Tuna Newsletter 13:5.


Dailey, M. D. and W. F. Perrin. Helminth parasites of porpoises of the genus Stenella in the eastern tropical Pacific, with descriptions of two new species: Mastigonema


High, W. L. High, W. L. Underwater and surface observations of yellowfin tuna and porpoise in the confines of a tuna purse seine. Unpub. ms, Northwest Fisheries Center, NOAA. 19pp.


[McNeely, R.] Purse seiner, Trinidad, under charter to NMFS for tests of porpoise gear. Tuna Newsletter 12:5.

[McNeely, R.] Use of modified fishing gear and tactics on NMFS charter cruise results in lower porpoise mortalities. Tuna Newsletter 13:3-4.

Miller, W. C. Porpoise escape nets using Medina panel modification. National Fisherman, April, 1973:15A.


1974


Anon.  NOAA expands observer program.  Outdoors Unlimited, January.

Anon.  A porpoise lobby?  Porpoise politics has served to provide special protection...  Ocean Science News 16(7). Nautilus Press, Washington DC.

Anon.  The porpoise/tuna problem appears to a much grimmer one...  Ocean Science News 16(43). Nautilus Press, Washington DC.


Anon.  However, directly from Sierra Club Headquarters...  The Whalewatcher [Newsletter of the American Cetacean Society] 8(12):5.7(3):1-2.


Anon.  Efforts to reduce porpoise mortalities being tested under commercial fishing conditions.  Tuna Newsletter 15:3.

Anon.  NMFS survey of porpoise populations underway.  Tuna Newsletter 15:4-5.

Anon.  NMFS porpoise observer program underway to obtain vital statistics on porpoise mortality associated with the tuna fishery.  Tuna Newsletter 15:6.


Anon.  1974 porpoise observer data will produce statistically significant information on tuna/porpoise interaction.  Tuna Newsletter 17:3.

Anon.  NMFS porpoise observers continue to collect data on porpoise/tuna interactions aboard tuna seiners of U.S. fleet.  Tuna Newsletter 18:6.

Anon.  Technical meeting on program for analysis of porpoise population dynamics at Southwest Fisheries Center.  Tuna Newsletter 19:2.


Anon.  Efforts continue to complete analysis of porpoise data.  Tuna Newsletter 20:5.


Anon.  Plans made for further tests of porpoise saving gear on NMFS-chartered tuna boats.  Tuna Newsletter 24:3.


[Barham, E.]  Formal hearings held to discuss proposed NMFS regulations on gear which may be used in the tuna fishery associated with porpoise.  Tuna Newsletter 19:4.


U.S. Steel Supply. Our unique, torque balanced rope is helping keep tuna on the table -- porpoise on the loose. Sea Technology 15(8):inside back cover.


1975

Anon. The United States tuna industry proposal for a program of immediate implementation of porpoise rescue. [Marked “Draft”]. Unpub.. 24pp.


Anon. NMFS hearings on the tuna/porpoise problem are expected to fall between… Marine Mammal News 1(7):3-4. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. A move has recently been made to join the two pending lawsuits… Marine Mammal News 1(7):4. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. NMFS' report on porpoise mortalities during the 1975 tuna season is due... Marine Mammal News 1(8):11-2. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. A ceiling on the number of porpoises that may be killed... Marine Mammal News 1(9):1-2. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.
Anon. President Ford and the FBI are being asked to step into the tuna/porpoise... Marine Mammal News 1(12):2. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.
Anon. Embargo on yellowfin tuna imports is planned. NOAA Week [Department of Commerce] 6(38):1,3.
Anon. New porpoise protection measures are announced. NOAA Week [Department of Commerce] 6(47):1,4.
Anon. Twenty-two NMFS porpoise observers accompany U.S. tuna seiners as fishing season begins. Tuna Newsletter 27:3.
Anon. Marine mammal staff at La Jolla Laboratory reorganized. Tuna Newsletter 28:3.
Anon. NMFS porpoise observers still at sea. Tuna Newsletter 28:3.
Anon. NMFS porpoise observer program continues. Tuna Newsletter 29:2.
Anon. Computerized data management system for porpoise program data under development. Tuna Newsletter 29:3.
Anon. NMFS porpoise observer program continues. Tuna Newsletter 30:2.
Anon. Members of marine mammal staff at La Jolla Laboratory participate in ATA training sessions for porpoise certificate holders. Tuna Newsletter 30:4.
Anon. All NMFS porpoise observer trips completed during 1975 open tuna fishing season. Tuna Newsletter 32:1.
Anon. Account of NMFS porpoise research presented to members of American Cetacean Society. Tuna Newsletter 32:2-3.
Anon. Recent developments in tuna/porpoise program. Tuna Newsletter 33:3-4.
Anon. NMFS porpoise observer program for 1975 tuna fishing on unregulated trips nears end. Tuna Newsletter 33:4.
Anon. Recent developments in porpoise/tuna research. Tuna Newsletter 34:5-6.

Anon. Center scientists testify at informal public hearing on reissuance of general permit for incidental take of porpoise. Tuna Newsletter 37:2.

Anon. Tuna vessels chartered by NMFS test various gear and methods to reduce porpoise mortality. Tuna Newsletter 37:4.

Anon. New porpoise protection procedures announced by NMFS. Tuna Newsletter 38:3-4.


Feinstein, L. L. The association between porpoise and tuna. Its consequences, characteristics, and theoretical reasons for existence. Unpub. ms. 34pp.


McNaughton, E. Fishing for tuna...and killing the porpoise. Not Man Apart, Mid-June 1975:5.

[McNeely, R.] NMFS large-volume purse seine net to be tested during commercial fishing operations. Tuna Newsletter 27:3.


Quigg, P. M. To save a porpoise, ban light buy white (tuna). World Environment Newsletter 3/8/75:55.


Staff, Porpoise/Tuna Interaction Program. Progress of research on porpoise mortality incidental to tuna purse-seine fishing for fiscal year 1975. Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-75-68. 98pp.


1976


Anon. The U.S. tuna fleet is still fishing on porpoise, but a limit has been set... Marine Mammal News 2(6):1-2. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. NMFS reduces allowable porpoise catch. NOAA Week [Department of Commerce] 7(25):1,3.

Anon. Quota reached -- porpoise killing banned by NOAA. NOAA Week [Department of Commerce] 7(43):1,3.


Anon. NMFS acts to protect porpoises. NOAA [Department of Commerce], January 1976:74.


Anon. Label May and June the months of the dolphin dilemma. Whalewatcher [Newsletter of the American Cetacean Society] 10(6):5-6.

Anon. As of this moment… Whalewatcher [Newsletter of the American Cetacean Society] 10(7):3.


Anon. John Everett named new leader of Porpoise/Tuna Program at La Jolla Laboratory. Tuna Newsletter 39:4.

Anon. NOAA research vessels continue survey of porpoise distribution boundaries. Tuna Newsletter 39:4-5.


Anon. NMFS tuna industry cooperate in tests of porpoise saving gear and methods. Tuna Newsletter 40:5.

Anon. NMFS reduces allowable porpoise catch. Tuna Newsletter 42:3-4.

Anon. NMFS observers and gear technicians aboard tuna purse seine vessels. Tuna Newsletter 43:3.


Anon. Proposed tuna fishing regulations signed to reduce porpoise kills. Tuna Newsletter 46:2
Anon. NMFS to charter seiner for observations of porpoise behavior. Tuna Newsletter 46:3.
Anon. Will tunas respond to odors in water? Tuna Newsletter 46:2.
Anon. NOAA vessel, Surveyor, made available for porpoise research cruise. Tuna Newsletter 46:3.
Cotter, W. R. Porpoises die for tuna salad. Congressional Record 122(105).
[Everett, J.] NMFS and industry-sponsored Porpoise Rescue Foundation map joint porpoise research at meeting. Tuna Newsletter 49:3.
Everett, J. and N. Lo. The incidental kill of porpoise during the first half of 1976, the date of reaching the quota and the methodologies utilized in each estimation. Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-76-37. 29pp.

Fisheries Engineering Laboratory, Southeast Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA. Proposal to develop a prototype satellite-linked porpoise tracking system. 38pp.


[Fox, W.] Porpoise stock assessment workshop held at SWFC. Tuna Newsletter 44:1.


Joseph, J. Possible effects of prohibition of fishing on porpoise associated schools of tuna by U.S. vessels. Unpub. ms, Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, La Jolla, California. 8pp.


Perrin, W. F., D. B. Holts and R. B. Miller. Preliminary estimates of some parameters of growth and reproduction of the whitebelly spinner dolphin, a geographical form
of *Stenella longirostris*, in the eastern tropical Pacific. Southwest Fisheries Center
Perrin, W. F., R. B. Miller and P. A. Sloan. Reproductive parameters of the offshore
spotted dolphin, a geographical form of *Stenella attenuata*, in the eastern tropical

Tuna Newsletter 45:2.
Powers, J. E. Estimated incidental porpoise mortality in the eastern Pacific tuna fishery
Scientific Consultation on Maine Mammals. Advisory Committee on Marine Resources
Research [ACMRR, FAO]. Mammals in the seas. *Ad Hoc* Group II - Small
Sebenius, J. Depletion of porpoise stocks: a probabilistic analysis. Office of the
Administrator, NOAA. 8pp.
Staff, Porpoise/Tuna Interaction Program. Progress of research on porpoise mortality
incidental to tuna purse-seine fishing for fiscal year 1976. Southwest Fisheries
Taylor, J. H. Aircraft assessment of the porpoise population. Final report (unpub.),
NOAA Contract No. 03-3-208-183. 51pp.

1977

Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research [FAO]. Working party on Marine
Mammals. Report of the Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research
Alverson, F. Perspective on porpoise. Cat Plus News [Pacific Engines and Power
Anon. Tuna industry speaks out! Cat Plus News [Pacific Engines and Power
Anon. Economic impact of the American tuna industry. Cat Plus News [Pacific Engines
Anon. Nuevo sistema para proteger a los delfines. *Técnica Pesquera*, June-July
Anon. U.S. tunaboats are allowed to set on porpoise schools as of 25Jan... Marine
Anon. The Commerce Dept.'s plan for enforcing the current court ban... Marine
Anon. An additional $1million annually for NMFS' observer program... Marine
Anon. Efforts to bring industry and environmental groups into accord... Marine
Anon. "Enough time has been spend on discussing this problem... Marine Mammal


Anon. Four tuna-fishing nations have been exempted from U.S. embargo provisions... Marine Mammal News 3(10):2-3. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. NMFS' enforcement policy on "accidental" incidental take of eastern spinners... Marine Mammal News 3(12):2-4. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. The tuna fleets of Nicaragua and Panama are operating in compliance... Marine Mammal News 3(12):6-7. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Save the Dolphins 1(1-2). [Privately issued newsletter devoted to the tuna/dolphin problem].


Anon. Attorney-General Griffin Bell has joined in a renewed plea... Ocean Science News 19(9):1. Nautilus Press, Washington DC.


Anon. Tuna permit challenged. NOAA News [Department of Commerce] 2(9):3.
Anon. NMFS chartered tuna seiner with porpoise-saving gear aboard reports no net roll ups. Tuna Newsletter 52:2.
Anon. Gear research expert transfers to NWC. Tuna Newsletter 53:1.
Anon. NACOA committee recommends Congress amend Marine Mammal Protection Act. Tuna Newsletter 54:2.
Anon. NMFS to charter tuna vessels for porpoise gear research. Tuna Newsletter 54:6.
Anon. Leader of Porpoise/Tuna Interaction Program transfers to Washington, D.C. Porpoise/tuna research at Center to be reorganized. Tuna Newsletter 54:7.
Anon. Tuna/porpoise regulations published. Tuna Newsletter 55:3.
Anon. Program manager selected for dedicated tuna vessel. Tuna Newsletter 55:3.


Coe, J. M. and J. DeBeer. Results of the 1976 twenty vessel test of two fine mesh systems to reduce incidental porpoise mortality in tuna purse seining. Unpub. ms, Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA. 207.


Gottlieb, A. Professor of wonderment. What's it like to be a porpoise? Quest, November/December 1977:26-32, 110-111.


Huck, S. L. M. Why you could pay $2.00 a can for tuna fish. A Review of the News 13(12):31-36.


[Jennings, J.] Porpoise tagging workshop held at Southwest Fisheries Center. Tuna Newsletter 51:1.

[Jennings, J.] Preliminary tests conducted of satellite-linked tracking system to locate porpoise. Tuna Newsletter 52:3-4.


Norris, K. S. Tuna sandwiches cost at least 78,000 porpoise lives a year, but there is hope. Smithsonian, February 1977:44-53.


Sinclair, S. From the horse's mouth: an observer's view. Save the Dolphins 1(2):2.


1978


Anon. The theory that porpoise schools have learned to avoid tuna boats... Marine Mammal News 4(7):5-6. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Venezuela’s tuna fishing operations have been certified as in conformance... Marine Mammal News 4(8):8-9. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. New Zealand is the tenth tuna-fishing nation found to be in conformance... Marine Mammal News 4(9):4-5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Dedicated vessel departs on first cruise. Tuna Newsletter 56:2.
Anon. Second research cruise of dedicated tuna vessel in progress. Tuna Newsletter 57:2.
Anon. Research chiefs selected for marine mammal programs. Tuna Newsletter 57:3.
Anon. Two-day workshop on tropical tuna industry slated at San Diego State University. Tuna Newsletter 57:3.
Anon. Dedicated tuna vessel completes 50-day cruise to examine porpoise school structure; departs on third cruise. Tuna Newsletter 59:2.
Anon. Behavioral studies of porpoise planned on dedicated vessel cruise. Tuna Newsletter 60:2.
Anon. NMFS scientists to test theory that porpoise schools have learned to avoid tuna boats. Tuna Newsletter 60:5.
Anon. Dedicated tuna seiner, Queen Mary, returns to San Diego after completion of Cruise IV. Tuna Newsletter 62:1-2.
Anon. Dedicated vessel, Queen Mary, departs on final cruise. Tuna Newsletter 63:4.
Anon. Porpoise observer data bases improved. Tuna Newsletter 63:5.
Barber, J. J. How copters help find a finny fortune. Rotor and Wing International, April 1978:54-58, 82.
[Coe, J.] Porpoise containment system undergoes testing at Mississippi facility. Tuna Newsletter 56:5.


1979


Anon. NMFS is off to a running start on developing new tuna/porpoise regulations and quotas... Marine Mammal News 5(7):6-7. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Dolphin mortality incidental to the U.S. tuna fishery has been reduced sharply. Marine Fisheries Review, January-February 1979:74-75.


Anon. Survey of porpoise populations begins in eastern Pacific. Tuna Newsletter 64:5.


Anon. Southwest Fisheries Center staff participates in marine mammal conference. Tuna Newsletter 68:3. [Abstracts of papers by Jennings, Stuntz and Perrin].


Anon. Joint NMFS/Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission porpoise school size study completed aboard the tuna seiner, Gina Anne. Tuna Newsletter 69:2.


Coeur, W.  Fewer porpoises die but kill rate increases.  Defenders of Wildlife 54(2):125-126.


[Jennings, J.] Decision made to continue satellite-linked porpoise transmitter project. Tuna Newsletter 69:3.


Leatherwood, S., W. E. Evans, J. D. Hall and D. K. Ljungblad. Some comments on the effects of thin plastic panels (0.006 to 0.20 inch) on the transmission of real and simulated delphinid echolocation pulses. Hubbs-SeaWorld Technical Report (unpub.). 20pp.


[Myrick, A.] Dolphin aging experiment to be carried out at Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute. Tuna Newsletter 65:3.


[Perrin, W.] Processing of specimens from observer cruises completed; porpoise data editing begins. Tuna Newsletter 64:3.


Quinn, T. J., II. The effect of school structure on line transect estimators of abundance. Pp. 473-491 in G. P. Patil and M. L. Rosenzweig (Eds.), Contemporary

[Smith, T.]  Workshop held to assess status of porpoise stocks in eastern tropical Pacific; preliminary reports indicate several stocks at lower levels than thought. Tuna Newsletter 67:1.


1980


Anon.  The People's Republic of the Congo has been dropped from NMFS' list... Marine Mammal News 6(3):8.  Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.
Anon.  The U.S. tuna industry is ready to sue NOAA on its tuna/porpoise decision... Marine Mammal News 6(12):3.  Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.
Anon.  Population dynamicist is new member of Marine Mammal Assessment and Monitoring staff. Tuna Newsletter 70:3.
Anon.  IATTC data on porpoise sets evaluated for inclusion in porpoise hearing record. Tuna Newsletter 70:3.


[Perryman, W.]  Photographic estimates of porpoise herd size show good correlation with actual counts.  Tuna Newsletter 70:3.


1981


Anon. NMFS' plans to eliminate its porpoise behavior research has the endorsement… Marine Mammal News 7(5):5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Biological technician completes 3-month tuna cruise on chartered seiner. Tuna Newsletter 74:5.


Brisco, W. G. Marine mammal transmitter for porpoise tracking. IEEE.


[Coe, J.] Progress continues on analysis of "sundown sets." Tuna Newsletter 75:3.


DeMaster, D. Reproductive interval of captive cetaceans. Unpub. ms, Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA. 7pp.


Maigret, J. Rapports Mammifères Marin/Pêche dans l'Atlantique tropical. GEMMATA 3:9.


Perryman, W. L., M. D. Scott and P. Hammond. A technique for estimating reproductive parameters of small cetaceans from aerial photographs. Symposium abstracts,

Polacheck, T.  Documentation for programs used to provide point estimates for evaluating the status of porpoise stocks in the eastern tropical Pacific.  Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-81-10.  40pp.


1982


Anon. The following nations have been determined to be "conformance"... Marine Mammal News 8(3):6. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. NMFS said it has developed a new tracking system for marine mammals. Marine Mammal News 8(8):5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. Graduate student studies relative abundance of porpoise. Tuna Newsletter 77:2.


Hawes, S. D. An annotated bibliography of the ecology of co-occurring tunas (Katsuwonus pelamis, Thunnus albacares) and dolphins (Stenella attenuata, Stenella longirostris and Delphinus delphis) in the eastern tropical Pacific. NOAA Technical Memorandum NOAA-TM-NMFS-SWFC-21. 28pp.

[Hohn, A.] Age determination and vital rates study of northern offshore spotted dolphin underway. Tuna Newsletter 79:5.


Oliver, C. W., G. J. Walker and R. B. Miller. Time/area distribution and composition of the incidental kill of small cetaceans in the U.S. purse-seine fishery for tuna in the


1983


Anon. NOAA research vessels study dolphin populations. Tuna Newsletter 81:1-2.

Anon. Scientific experts review research results for determining status of porpoise stocks: information to be used in 1985 hearings. Tuna Newsletter 81:7.


Hammond, P. S. and Tsai, K.-T. Dolphin mortality incidental to purse-seining for tunas in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, 1979-81.

Hedgepeth, J. B. Annotated references to techniques capable of assessing the roles of cephalopods in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, with emphasis on pelagic squids. NOAA Technical Memorandum NOAA-TM-NMFS-SWFC-39. 74pp.


Lichter, M., W. Perryman and D. DeMaster. Documentation for computer programs used to produce simulated length distributions for spinner dolphin populations. Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-83-10. 36pp.


1984


Anon.  NMFS has initiated the process of developing new tuna/porpoise regs...  Marine Mammal News 10(1):8.  Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Barlow, J. Biological limits on population growth in spotted dolphins. Unpub. ms, Southwest Fisheries Center. 27pp.


Polacheck, T.  Documentation of the time sequential file created from the observer data bases for analyzing of relative abundance.  Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-84-33.  26pp.


Walker, W. A., F. G. Hochberg and E. S. Hacker.  The potential use of the parasites Crassicauda (Nematoda) and Nasitrema (Platyhelminthes) as biological tags and their role in the natural mortality of common dolphins, Delphinus delphis, in the eastern North Pacific.  Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-84-08C.  31pp.

1985


Hohn, A. A. Comparison of methods to estimate the average age at sexual maturation in dolphins. Abstracts, Sixth Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals, November 22-26, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada:44.


Vetter, E. F. Estimated size-specific cost of swimming in a small tropical dolphin (Stenella attenuata): relative importance of drag from body, fins, propulsion, and


1986


Anon. Formal ruling has been issued by Commerce prohibiting U.S. tuna boats... Marine Mammal News 12(9):5-6. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Anon. NOAA research ships have begun a five-year program to estimate dolphin... Marine Mammal News 12(7/8):5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. The U.S. tuna industry was forbidden from setting its nets on porpoise... Marine Mammal News 12(10):1. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.

Anon. NMFS is developing models of tuna/porpoise interaction designed... Marine Mammal News 12(12):4-5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Holling, D. The tuna-porpoise issue resurfaces. Pacific Discovery, July-September, 19864-12.


Murphy, J. A deadly roundup at sea. Time, August 4, 1986 (one page).


National Marine Fisheries Service. A review of procedures to develop alternatives to tuna purse seining on porpoise. NMFS, Washington, D.C.

Patterson, P. and F. Alverson. Summary of spotted, spinner, unidentified and other identified porpoise sightings reported by commercial tuna vessels fishing in the tropical central and western Pacific Ocean. Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-86-06C. 25pp.


Staff Members of the Southwest Fisheries Center (NMFS) and Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. A guide to shipboard identification of spinner and spotted dolphin schools (genus *Stenella*) in the eastern and central tropical Pacific. Southwest Fisheries Center Administrative Report LJ-86-30. 23pp.


1987


Anon. First cruises of 5-year program to monitor dolphin abundance completed. Tuna Newsletter 86:4-5.


Steiner, T. Death in the nets. Earth Island Journal 2(2):42-44.


1988


Anon. Foreign nations must reduce the porpoise kills resulting from fishing... ... Marine Mammal News 14(3):1-3. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.
Anon. While a major compromise on reauthorization of MMPA seemed certain... Marine Mammal News 14(9):1-5. Nautilus Press, Washington, D.C.


Instituto Nacional de Pesca [Mexico]. La pesquería de los tunidos en el Pacífico oriental y la protección de delfines incidentalmente capturados. XIII Reunion Internacional para el Estudio de los Mamíferos Marinos, 6-9 April 1988, La Paz, B.C.S. 18pp.
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Anon.  Account of NMFS porpoise research presented to members of American Cetacean Society.  April:10.
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Anon.  Testing of "porpoise aprons" continues.  April:11.
Anon.  NMFS porpoise observer program for 1975 tuna fishing season nears end.  May:9-10.
Anon.  NOAA General Counsel reviews application of Freedom of Information Act to NMFS porpoise data.  June:8.
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Anon.  NMFS scientists on NOAA research vessel, Jordan, to study effects of changes in oceanographic regime on porpoise distribution. September:23-24.

Anon.  Leader of Porpoise/Tuna Interaction Program transfers to Washington, D.C.; porpoise/tuna research at Center to be reorganized. October:21-22.

Anon.  NMFS to charter tuna vessels for porpoise gear research. October:22.


Anon.  Tuna seiner committed to porpoise/tuna research for one year. November:16-17.


[Jennings, J.] Porpoise tagging workshop held at the Southwest Fisheries Center. April:21.


[Jennings, J.] Preliminary tests conducted of satellite-linked tracking system to locate porpoise. June:22.
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Anon. First research cruise completed aboard dedicated tuna vessel. March:18.

Anon. Second research cruise of dedicated vessel in progress. April:27.

Anon. Cruise three and four of dedicated vessel planned. April:28.


Anon. Queen Mary departs on final cruise. November:25.


[Jennings, J.] Progress made in research on porpoise tag design. May:23.

[Stuntz, W.] NMFS scientists to test theory that porpoise schools have learned to avoid tuna boats. July:25.

1979

Anon. SWFC staff participates in marine mammal conference. October:20-22. [Includes abstracts of papers by Jennings (2), Stuntz and Perrin, and Myrick].
Anon. Data editing group. October:25.
Anon. Data management group. October:25.
Anon. Theoretical sampling program designed to classify size range of tunas attracted to logs. November:24.
[Myrick, A. C.] Dolphin aging experiment to be carried out at Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute. April:19-20.
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Anon. IATTC data on porpoise sets evaluated for inclusion in porpoise hearing record. May:28-29.


[Myrick, A. C.] Staff of marine mammal age determination laboratory augmented to process and read age samples of dolphin teeth. December:19.
[Stuntz, W.] Center cetologists attend meeting on behavior and intelligence in dolphins. May:27.
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Anon. International meeting on marine mammal/fisheries interactions held at La Jolla. April:21-22.

Anon. Data access on and conversion to the VAX system explored. May:24-25.

Anon. Informal review of blood hormone studies held. September:14.


[Holt, R.] Dr. R. Holt participates in IATTC meeting in Nicaragua.


   December:13.
   May:23.

1982

Anon. Annual revision to porpoise editing programs begins. April:29.
Anon. Estimating precision and possible biases in dolphin age determination project.
   June:39-40.
Anon. Marine Mammal Commission reviews monk seal and tuna-porpoise programs.
   August:19-20.
Anon. Precision of ageing technique tested. October:25.
Anon. Specimens received for life history analysis. December:19.
[Dizon, A. E.] DNA used to analyze genetic variability in tuna [and dolphins].
[Hohn, A.] Age determination and vital rates of northern offshore spotted dolphins--an
   January:21-22.
   March:34.
[Myrick, A. C.] Preliminary data on female northern offshore spotted dolphin evaluated.
   July:22.
[Myrick, A. C.] Preliminary age analysis completed on spotted dolphin kill samples;
   vital-rates study underway. September:23.
[Myrick, A. C.] Preparation completed and female age determination begun on sample of

1983

[Dizon, A. E.] DNA samples prepared from tissues of offshore northern and southern spotted dolphin population indicate high degree of relatedness. July:16.
[Dizon, A. E.] DNA samples completed for about half of the delphinid samples. August:17.


1984

Anon. Final pre-SOPS (Status of Porpoise Stocks) meetings held. February:16-18.

Anon. Final meeting of pre-Sops panels held. March:20-21.


Anon. Data provided to SW Region. April:19.


[Hohn, A. A.] Photogrammetric procedures used to investigate growth rates in captive dolphins. April:16-17.


[Reilly, S. B.] Staff of new research task samples squid population. March:24-25.


1985


Dizon, A. Genetic map of dolphin DNA completed. March/April:30.


Holt, R. Cast system used to measure distance from ship to marine mammals. May/June:17-18.
Myrick, A. Test validates age estimating method for bottlenose dolphins.
January/February:28-29.
Myrick, A. Tooth preparation and age estimates completed for 2600 female spinner
dolphins. March/April:30.
Parks, W. SWFC plans a program of research vessel surveys to monitor abundance of
porpoise in the ETP. November/December:19-20.
Parks, W. Meeting held to arrange helicopter operations on the *David Starr Jordan*.
Perrin, W. Revision of taxonomy of spotted dolphins nears completion.
January/February:29-32.
Reilly, S. Spatial/temporal patterns in distribution of dolphins studied. March/April:26-
29.
Reilly, S. Workshop held at Southwest Fisheries Center to plan analysis of tuna vessel
Smith, T. Programs to display search patterns of tuna vessels developed.
Vetter, E. Simple energetics hypothesis may explain the tuna-dolphin association.
March/April:31-32.
Walker, M. Correlations between location of pelagic animals and geomagnetic features
sought. March/April:30-31.
Wallace, K. Dolphin mortality-monitoring system converted to La Jolla Standard
microcomputer. May/June:23.
Wallace, K. Cruise tracks for dolphin surveys in the eastern tropical Pacific designed
with the help of a computer. July/August:15.
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Hohn, A. Large number of dolphins from a single school collected.
January/February:13.
Hohn, A. New study investigates changes in life history parameters that correlate with
fishing effort. May/June:15-16.
Hohn, A. Changes in sex ration of spotted dolphins correlated with changes in fishing
Holt, R. First cruise of a five-year program to monitor dolphin abundance completed.
November/December:24-25.
Stangl, P. ETP dolphin survey is underway. July/August:11-14.

1987

Anon.  Dr. Douglas P. DeMaster appointed Chief of Fishery-Marine Mammal Interactions Division at SWFC.  March/April:8-9.
Dizon, A.  Mitochondrial DNA and the genetic structure of spinner dolphin stocks and schools studied.  May/June:14-16.
Dizon, A.  Fishery biologist to give talk on MtDNA.  November/December:20-21.
Reilly, S. B.  Seasonal changes in dolphin distribution indicated by research vessel sightings.  November/December:18-20.
Stangl, P.  SWFC program staff prepares for second survey to monitor porpoise abundance in ETP.  March/April:15.
Vetter, E.  Workshop held on tuna purse-seiner fishing effort: observers' perceptions.  July/August:12-14.

1988

Barlow, J.  Birth interval model developed for marine mammals.  March/April:5-6.
Chivers, S.  Laboratory parameters studied as indicators of population status for northern offshore spotted dolphins.  January/February:7-8.
Dizon, A.  A new project initiated to study the stock concept.  September/October:8.
Edwards, E.  TOPS tests effects of non-randomness on line transect estimates of dolphin school abundance.  July/August:10-12.
Fiedler, P. Oceanographic data analyzed to assess effects of habitat variability on distribution and abundance of dolphin stocks in ETP. January/February:6-7.
Reilly, S. Distribution of dolphins in the eastern tropical Pacific. July/August:8-10.
Reilly, S. Dolphin habitat research continues. September/October:10-11.

1989

Chivers, S. Life history parameters of ETP dolphin species examined as potential indices of population condition. August/September:7.
Dizon, A. Aerial photographs taken to calibrate school size estimates. November/December:7-8
Edwards, E. Effects of dolphin group, percent coverage, and fleet size on estimates of dolphin mortality derived from tuna vessel observer data. March/April:9-10.
Myrick, A. Studies are under way on effects of seal bombs. July/August:5.
Reilly, S. Workshop held on estimating ETP dolphin mortality. [Contains abstracts by Coan et al., Edwards et al., Oliver and Edwards]. January/February:11.
Sexton, S. Monitoring trends in dolphin abundance in the eastern tropical Pacific using research vessels over a long sampling period: analyses of first three years of data. May/June:10-11.
1990

Akin, P.  Impacts of changes in dolphin data gathering requirements are examined.  January/February:6-7.


Reilly, S.  Computer program assists in environmental data acquisition and analysis for ETP dolphin habitat study.  September/October:8-9.


1991

Bright, A.  Biology Assessment Program.  July/August:9.

Chivers, S.  Age at sexual maturity examined as a possible compensatory mechanism for offshore spotted dolphin.  May/June:4-5.


Fiedler, P.  Primary productivity of the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. January/February:11-12.
Fiedler, P.  Seasonal variability of eastern tropical Pacific surface waters. March/April:8-10.
Perryman, W.  Photogrammetry Program. September/October:8.

1992

Dizon, A.  Genetics program passes two-year mark. November/December:8-10.
Fiedler, P.  Habitat variability studied with color scanner data. September/October:8-9.

1993
Chivers, S.  Consumption of prey studied for eastern tropical Pacific spotted dolphins and yellowfin tuna.  March/April:12.
Dizon, A.  Mitochondrial DNA variation studied within and among populations of eastern tropical Pacific spinner dolphins.  September/October:7.
Peltier, K.  Prey occurrence studied in spotted dolphins from the eastern tropical Pacific.  September/October:4-5.

1994 (issued quarterly from this point on)


1995

Edwards, E.  Tuna-dolphin separation/attraction workshop held.  Third Quarter:78.

1996

V. UNPUBLISHED CRUISE REPORTS
(Listed under year of cruise rather than year of report. Does not include routine observer trips aboard commercial seiners)

1966

Perrin, W. F. Cruise on M/V Conte Bianco [July 10 - August 11 in ETP]. Memorandum to Acting Laboratory Director, Tuna Resources Laboratory, La Jolla, California, September 8, 1966. 2pp.

1968

Perrin, W. F. Cruise report - M/V Carol Virginia (commercial tuna seiner) [April 1-29 in ETP]. Memorandum to Director, Fishery-Oceanography Center, May 13, 1968. 2pp.

1969


1970


1971


Perrin, W. F. [not on cruise]. Cruise report. M/V Queen Mary, a commercial purse seiner of 540T fish capacity, under charter to NMFS. November 17, 1971 to December 16, 1971 [ETP, to test killer whale sounds and Medina panel, radio-track dolphins, tag dolphins with dart tags, inject dolphins with lead acetate to
calibrate age determination, examine structure of schools, collect data and specimens for studies of growth and reproduction]. 8pp.

1972


1973


1974


1975


1976

Anon.  Observations of porpoise by the Apollo, Mary Elizabeth and Zapata Pathfinder, during the course of a PTDF charter in 1976.  Living Marine Resources, San Diego, California.  3pp.


Perryman, W.  Results of Oceanographer DOMES Cruise, Leg 7.  [Piggy-backed dolphin distribution survey].  Memorandum to Bill Fox, Southwest Fisheries Center, September 2, 1976.  3pp.

1977


Birk, S.  Cruise summary of the US/USSR cooperative marine mammal observation and tagging cruise aboard the R/V Zharkii (April-May 1977).  Tuna/Porpoise
Management Branch, National Marine Fisheries Service, San Diego, California.
72pp.
Bratten, D. A. and J. M. Coe. Cruise report. NOAA chartered tuna purse seiner M/V 
 Margaret L. Harvey Wells, Master; Richard Williams, Fish Captain. NMFS 
 [Gear and behavioral experiments to reduce dolphin mortality]. 15pp.
Lambert, J. Cruise report. R/V Oceanographer DOMES Cruise RP-7-02-77. Porpoise 
McLain, R. W., D. A. Bratten and J. M. Coe. Cruise report. Contracted tuna purse seiner 
 M/V Margaret L. (J. Scaffidi, Master). NMFS Cruise #265, contract no. 03-7- 
 208-35184. May 19, 1977 to September 11, 1977. [To test experimental purse 
  block and "super apron"]. 15pp.
Perryman, W. Cruise report. NOAA Ship Townsend Cromwell, Cruise TC-77-01-74, 
 Porpoise Cruise No. 214. January 6 - March 25, 1977. [Dolphin population 
  survey]. 31pp.
  5pp.

1978

Bates, M. P. NOAA Ship Oceanographer. Marine mammals observations: RP-01-OC- 
  78. 13pp.

1979

 report. Contracted tuna purse seiner M/V Maria C.J. registration No. 536-818 
 (Joe Brenha, Master; Joe Jorge, Fishing Captain). NMFS Cruise Number 565, 
 NASO contract number 79-ABC-00233. September 17, 1979 to October 1, 1979 
 [local waters]; October 7, 1979 to November 22, 1979 [ETP]. [Fishing gear 
 dynamics research]. 9pp.
 Cromwell. Porpoise population assessment survey. R/V David Starr Jordan,
1979


1980


1981


1983


1998


VI. INTERNAL DOCUMENTS

1962


1964

Waller, D. W. Statement on porpoise mortality due to tuna purse seining. [Response to letter from Gerald H. Lopez to California Department of Fish and Game of June 8, 1964]. 3pp.

1967

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. Report. [Draft response to letter to San Diego County Independent of February 1967 from "Captain Nemo." Includes statement, ".we
do not consider that this [dolphin kill] does significant damage to the porpoise resource].

1969


1970


1971


1972

141

[Perrin, W. F.]. Background material for consideration of the Committee members on the tuna-porpoise problem. Situation statement. 30pp. [Prepared for ad hoc Porpoise Committee].


1973


Coe, J. Instructions for tunaboat riders. Summary of duties. 31pp [paginated irregularly].


Southwest Fisheries Center. Overview of NMFS research program leading to reduction or prevention of porpoise kills. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA, San Diego, California. [Draft report to Congress]. 8pp.


1974


National Marine Fisheries Service. Economic analysis


Southwest Fisheries Center. Progress report on research and development to devise improved fishing methods and gear to reduce the incidental taking of porpoise in commercial fishing for tuna. Southwest Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA, La Jolla, California. 46pp.

Taguchi, Lt. W. and S. Reilly. Porpoise appendage penetration through various net mesh sizes. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA, San Diego, California. 8pp.

1975


1976


Anon. Discussion documentation on statistical methodology regarding the implementation and monitoring of a porpoise quota. Southwest Fisheries Center, NMFS, La Jolla, CA. 17pp.

Anon. Question and answer session of the President aboard the Theresa Janene, San Diego Harbor. Office of the White House Press Secretary. 2pp.

Anon. Press conference no. 33 of the President of the United States, 7:01 p.m. EDT May 26, 1976 Wednesday in the Presidential Ballroom East at the Neil House Hotel, Colombus, Ohio. 5pp.


Le Veille, K. The porpoise grabber guide. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA, San Diego, California. 4pp.
U.S. Department of State. U.S. efforts regarding international aspects of the tuna/porpoise problem. U.S. Department of State Memorandum, OES/OFA.

1977


1978


1979


1980


1981


1982


1983

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Tuna-dolphin investigation. Background paper no. 6, 41st meeting of the IATTC, October 1983. 38pp.
[Southwest Fisheries Center, NMFS, La Jolla, CA].

1984

Parks, W. W. The effects of various sighting factors on estimates of sizes of dolphin schools in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. A working paper presented to Meeting 2, pre-SOPS panel C. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA, San Diego, California. 25pp.

1985

Anon. Discussion of factors affecting area to be surveyed to monitor ETP dolphin stocks. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA, San Diego, California. 17pp.
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Tuna-dolphin investigation. Background paper no. 6, 43rd meeting of the IATTC, October 1985. 15pp.


1986


Quiñones, C. El efecto de la pesquería atunera mexicana sobre la mortalidad de defines durante la temporada de pesca de 1985. CICIMAR Reporte Interno 2.

1987


1988


1989


1990


Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Considerations for an international dolphin conservation and/or management program for the eastern Pacific Ocean. 48th meeting of the IATTC. September 17-18, 1990. 10pp.

1991


1992


Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Comments on the possible structure and functions of an international review panel. Background Paper 8, 50th meeting of the IATTC. June 16-18, 1992. 11pp.


1993

148

1994


1995


1996


1997


1998


1999

Fiedler, P. Eastern tropical Pacific dolphin habitat variability. Southwest Fisheries Science Center, NOAA. 11pp.
Goodman, D. Decision framework for assessing the status of the eastern tropical Pacific dolphin stocks. For Southwest Fisheries Science Center, NOAA. 11pp.
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Estimates of growth rates of eastern spinner and northeastern spotted dolphin populations of the eastern tropical Pacific. 6pp.
Southwest Fisheries Science Center, NOAA. Report to Congress. 62pp.

2000

Gerrodette, T. Preliminary estimates of 1999 abundance of four dolphin stocks in the eastern tropical Pacific. Southwest Fisheries Science Center, NOAA. 18pp.

2001

Curry, B. and K. Forney. NMFS Blood Parameter Workshop, January 30 and 31, 2001, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, La Jolla, California. Executive summary. 5pp.

VII. UNDATED, UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS

McNeely, R. L. Rollups -- how to prevent them. Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA. 8pp.
Sullivan, M.  Predation on spotted dolphins by false killer whales.  Southwest Fisheries Center, NOAA.  3pp

VIII. ENVIRONMENTAL/ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT/IMPACT STATEMENTS

1974


1975


1977


1980


1985


1986


1987

1988


1989


1993


IX. LEGISLATION AND AGREEMENTS

1971

S. 2579. A bill to protect ocean mammals from being pursued, harassed or killed, and for other purposes. [Harris]. 92nd Congress, First Session [Senate]. 11pp.
S. 2639. A bill to protect marine mammals; to establish a Marine Mammal Commission; and for other purposes. [Packwood]. 92nd Congress, First Session [Senate]. 20pp.
S. 2871. A bill to protect marine mammals; to establish a Marine Mammal Commission; and for other purposes. [Williams]. 92nd Congress, First Session [Senate]. 21pp.


1972


1974

H. R. 15273. 93rd Congress, Second Session. House of Representatives. A bill to amend the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 in order to prohibit the issuance of general permits thereunder which authorize the taking of marine mammals in connection with commercial fishing operations, and for other purposes. [Frey bill].

1976

H. R. 13865. 94th Congress, Second Session. House of Representatives. A bill to amend the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 with respect to the taking of marine mammals incidental to the course of commercial fishing operations. [Authorizes observer program, with costs borne by industry]. 7pp.

1977

154

1978


1981


1984

S. 2584. To provide authorization of appropriations for activities carried out under the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972. 98th Congress, Second Session.

1987


1988


1990


1992


La Jolla Agreement [Established multilateral international agreement for the reduction of dolphin mortality in the ETP].

1993


1994


1995


1997

International Dolphin Conservation Program Act [Implemented Declaration of Panama].

X. FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICES

1972

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 37(246):28177-28185.

1973

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 38(58):7987.
Regional Directors, National Marine Fisheries Service. FR 38(64):8610.

1974

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 39(10):1851-1859.
Incidental taking of marine mammals in the course of tuna purse-seining operations. FR 39(50):9684-9685.
Capture, killing, injury or other taking of marine mammals. FR 39(50):9685-9686.
Tuna purse-seining operations. FR 39(81):14610-14611.
Incidental taking of marine mammals in the course of tuna purse seining operations. FR 39(112):20406-20407.

1975

Marine mammals. FR 40(39):8230.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 40(44):10182-10186.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 40(49):11586.
South Africa. FR 40(78):17771.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 40(227):54427.
Incidental taking in the course of commercial fishing operations. FR 40(235):56899-56907. [Illustrations of gear and operational requirements].

1976

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals [implements Richey decision]. FR 41(105):21782-21783.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(112):23204-23205.

Marine mammals: incidental taking in the course of commercial fishing operations. FR 41(114):23680.


Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(192):43550-43552.

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(193):43726-43727.

Incidental take of marine mammals. Intent regarding hearing and proposed regulations. FR41(193):43729.


Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(201):45569.

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(209):47254.

Interim regime for the taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR 41(219):49859-49862.


Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 41(246):55536.

1977

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(3):1034-1035.

Taking and importing of marine mammals: commercial fishing operations. FR 42(40):12009-12014.

Marine mammals: incidental taking in the course of commercial fishing operations. FR 42(40):12015-12020.

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 40(44):12874.

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(44):12898.


Porpoise. FR 42(48):13574-13576.

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(51):14733.

Porpoises. FR 42(58):16170.

General permit. FR 42(76):20484.

Taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(86):22573-22575.

Taking of eastern spinner dolphins in the course of yellowfin tuna purse seine operations. FR 42(86):22575.


Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR 42(111):29533-29535.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(134):35967-35969.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(137):36834.
Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR 42(139):37217-37224.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(150):39394.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(157):41128-41129.
Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR 42(164):42705-42706.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(193):54294-54295.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(207):56617.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(215):58195.
Incidental taking of marine mammals in yellowfin tuna purse seine fishing operations.
FR 42(216):58419.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(246):64120-64121.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(215):58195.
Incidental taking of marine mammals in yellowfin tuna purse seine fishing operations.
FR 42(216):58419.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(246):64120-64121.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 42(247):64548-64560.

1978

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 43(4):1093.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 43(28):3566.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 43(28):5521.
Rough-toothed dolphin. FR 43(47):9632.
Marine mammals. FR 43(69):14982-14983.

1979

Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations -- permits, etc.
FR 44(118):34963-34964.
1980

Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR45(33):10552-10562.
Proposed regulations to govern the taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR45(42):13498.
Taking and related acts incidental to commercial fishing operations. FR 45(213):72178-72196.

1981

Taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations; enforcement policy. FR46(5):2153.
Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals; taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations--permits, etc. FR46(160):42068-42070.

1986

Taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 51(179):32786-32790.

1988

Regulations governing the taking and importing of marine mammals. FR 51:28963-28968.

1990


1991

Proposed regime to govern interactions between marine mammals and commercial fishing operations; notice. FR 56(101):23958-23964.

XI. LEGAL DOCUMENTS, TRANSCRIPTS AND STATEMENTS

1971

1972


1973


1974


Fensterwald, B. Statement by Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. before the public hearings on marine mammals taken in commercial fishing operations before the National Marine Fisheries Service Department of Commerce, December 10, 1974. Unpub. 5pp.


1975


Hodges, J. A. Statement of John A. Hodges on behalf of the American Tunaboat Association and the Tuna Research Foundation before the National Marine Fisheries Service with respect to incidental taking of marine mammals in the course of commercial fishing operations. October 9-10, 1975. Unpub. 15pp.


Midlen, J. H.  Hearing to consider reissuance of incidental take general permits.  Comments of Pacific Legal Foundation.  Unpub.  10pp.


1976


Aron, W. Statement of Dr. William Aron, Director, Office of Ecology and Environmental Conservation at the public hearing on proposed 1977 regulations for taking marine mammals in the course of commercial fishing operations. Unpub. 6pp.

Barber, T. Statement of Thomas Barber. Unpub. 2pp.


Bryce, M. D. Statement by Mr. Murray D. Bryce. Before the public hearing of the National Marine Fisheries Service on proposed regulations to govern the incidental take of marine mammals in the course of purse seine fishing operations for yellowfin tuna. November 15, 1976. Unpub. 7pp.


Copeland, G. H. Affidavit. Unpub. 3pp.


Da Rosa, C. Statement of Cristinnao Da Rosa. Unpub. 5pp.

Edney, S. Statement of Steve Edney, President of the United Cannery and Industrial Workers of the Pacific Seafarers International Union, AFL-CIO at hearings before the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Unpub. 3pp.


Hodges, J. A. Statement of John A Hodges on behalf of American Tunaboat Association; Tuna Research Foundation; Fishermen's Union of America, Pacific and Caribbean Area, AFL-CIO; and United Cannery and Industrial Workers of the Pacific before the National Marine Fisheries Service Public hearing on proposed 1977 regulations for taking marine mammals in the course of commercial fishing operations. November 16, 1976. Unpub. 41pp.


Medina, S. Statement of Steve Medina. Unpub. 5pp.
Mendes, N. A. MMPAH-#2-1976. Statement of Norman A. Mendes at the public hearing on proposed 1977 regulations for taking marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing for yellowfin tuna. Unpub. 5pp
Silva, J. A. Statement of John Anthony Silva. Unpub. 4pp.


1977


Burney, D. G., A. J. Felando and J. A. Hodges. Brief of American Tunaboat Association; United States Tuna Foundation; Tuna Research Foundation; and Fish


Butler, W. A. Environmental Defense Fund, et al.’s reply to the exceptions of other parties to the recommended decision of the Administrative Law Judge dated January 18, 1977, in the matter of proposed regulations to govern the taking of marine mammals, and related matters, incidental to commercial (tuna) fishing operations for the year 1977. United States Department of Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Marine Fisheries Service. In the matter of proposed regulations to govern the taking of marine mammals, and
Cary, H. Statement of Harold F. Cary, General Manager – Administration, Ocean Fisheries, Inc. Before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Cary, H. Statement of Harold F. Cary, General Manager, United States Tuna Foundation, August 29, 1977 at public hearing on proposed regulations governing the take of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. Unpub. 10pp.
Edney, S. Statement of Steve Edney, President of the United Cannery and Industrial Workers of the Pacific Seafarers International Union of North America, AFL-CIO. Unpub. 2pp.


Hodges, J. A. Statement of exceptions from recommended decision of the Administrative Law Judge submitted to the Director, National Marine Fisheries Service.


Murphy, J. M. Statement of the Honorable John M. Murphy, Chairman, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, in regard to tuna-dolphin oversight hearings. Monday, August 1, 1977. Unpub. 5pp.


Royal, J. J. Statement of John J. Royal, Fishermen and Allied Workers' Union of San Pedro and San Diego, California, International Longshoremen's and


1979


1980


Burdick, D. L. Report on the 1979 Status of Porpoise Stocks Workshop. Pertaining to public hearing on proposed regulations governing the take of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. MMPAH 1980-1. Publication 80-

Burney, D. and J. Hodges. Enclosed are ATA Exhibit 5 (Comments on NOAA Exhibit 85) and ATA Exhibit 52 (Comments on certain calculations by Dr. Chapman). Before the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Marine Fisheries Service. In the matter of: proposed regulations to govern the taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial tuna fishing operations MMPAH 1980-1. Unpub. 32pp.


Madera, J. R. Statement by Mr. Jose R. Madera before the public hearing of the National Marine Fisheries Service on proposed regulatory changes concerning the taking of marine mammals incidental to commercial fishing operations. March 1980. Unpub. 14pp.


Patterson, P. H.  Statement of Paul H. Patterson at public hearing on proposed regulations governing the take of marine mammals incidental to commercial tuna fishing operations MMPAH 1980-1. Injuries to porpoises incidental to tuna purse seine operations as they relate to estimates of porpoise mortalities: a review of estimates and methodologies employed for the 1979 Status of Porpoise Stocks report, and proposed corrections thereto. United States Tuna Foundation Publication 80-5, Technical Bulletin 6. 18pp.


1981


1982


1983


Zvetina, R. F. Plaintiffs-appellees' (Balelo) memorandum in partial opposition to Federal Appellants' motion for clarification. John R. Balelo et al. vs Malcolm Baldridge, etc., Defendants, and Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. and Defenders of Wildlife, Inc, Interveners-Defendants-Appellants. No. 81-5806, 81-5807; United States of America, Plaintiff-appellee vs. $50,178.80, the monetary value of 57 tons of tuna, Defendant, and Gladiator Fishing, Inc., Claimant-appellant. No. 82-5433. Unpub. 7pp.

1984


Habicht et al. U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. [Balelo et al. v. Baldridge et al., Balelo et al. v. Baldridge et al. and EDF, United States of America v. $50,178.80, the monetary value of 57 tons of tuna and Gladiator Fishing]. No. 81-5806, 81-5807, 82-5433. Opposition to motion for stay of mandate. Unpub. 5pp.


1985


1987


1988


1989


King, D. M. Testimony of Dennis M. King for the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries for a hearing on HR 2926 and HR 2948. The labelling of canned tuna to inform consumers about whether or not the product was made from tuna caught using fishing methods that kill dolphin. October 4, 1989. Unpub. 18pp.


1992

1993


1994


2000


XII. BIBLIOGRAPHIES


XIII. FILMS AND VIDEOTAPES

Save the Dolphins and Environmental Defense Fund. 1975. The last day of the dolphins? Color, 16mm, 26 minutes.
Marine Mammal Fund. 1990. Where have all the dolphins gone? Narrated by George C. Scott
XIV. WEBSITES


1996. Earth Island Institute, Showdown for the dolphins, Ocean Alert: http://www.earthisland.org/ei/iimp/s96-1.html


2001. swfsc.nmfs.noaa.gov/mmd/

2003. www.iatc.org